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Image Capture for Bill Self-Submission and Automatic Cross Validation
ABSTRACT
Automated bill payments work so long as a bill has been generated and shared with the
customer; such is the case for services such as broadband, mortgage payments, etc. However, for
utility services (gas, electricity, water, etc.) to customers with legacy (e.g., not internet-enabled)
meters, the service provider lacks the information required to generate the bill until a person
tasked with reading meters visits the customer location and reports the meter reading. This
disclosure describes techniques to enable a customer to self-generate a utility (or other service)
bill by uploading a photo of the current meter reading via a payment app. The payment app
validates and sends the photo to the service provider. The service provider calculates the amount
due, generates the bill, and sends it to the customer. Upon receipt of the bill, and if configured by
the customer, the payment app automatically pays the bill with approval from the customer. The
need for meter-reading is thus eliminated and such functionality is conveniently integrated into a
payment app or other suitable app.
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BACKGROUND
Currently, payment apps can automatically pay a bill if the customer has registered or
linked their billing account with the payment app. Typically, a monthly notification is issued
shortly by the payment app before the automatic payment of their bill. Such automated payment
works so long as a bill has been generated and the payment app is configured by the customer to
enable access for the bill for services such as mobile, broadband, mortgage, etc. In each of these
cases, the service provider has the relevant information required to generate the bill and share it
with the customer.
If the service provider does not have the service-usage information necessary to generate
the bill, a person (or team) is assigned the task of gathering usage information, typically by
visiting the customer location and reading a meter. This is the case, for example, for utility
payments (gas, electricity, water, etc.). Once the meter has been read and reported and billing
calculations done, the bill is generated, and the customer is notified. The need for a person to
read a meter creates an additional dependency and cost for bill generation. Until the service
usage measurement via a meter reading by a person to the customer location is not completed
and reported, automatic debit by a payment app is inoperative. In some situations, the visit of a
person tasked with meter reading can be delayed.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes techniques to enable a customer to effectively self-generate a
utility (or other service) bill by sending a photo of the corresponding meter to the service
provider. The dependency on and cost of a physical visit to the customer location to determine
service usage, e.g., by reading a utility meter, is thereby eliminated.
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Fig. 1: Automatic cross-validation and self-submission of a bill
Fig. 1 illustrates an example process for automatic cross-validation and self-submission
of a bill. A customer (100) that has registered or linked their billing account at a service provider
(104) with a payment app (102) takes a photograph of the corresponding meter (106). The
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photograph of the meter is received by the payment app (108). The feature of photographing the
meter can be part of the payment app or another app on the user’s device.
The photograph is tested for validity (110), e.g., using a template. Validity testing is
described in greater detail below. If the photograph is found to be invalid, the customer is
informed and requested to retake the photograph (112). If it is found to be valid, the photograph
is parsed (114), e.g., segmented and subjected to QR code, barcode, optical character recognition
(OCR), etc. using suitable image processing techniques. The parsing identifies the billing
account number, the customer ID, etc. The photograph is further processed (116) to extract
details such as the meter reading, e.g., the total usage until a specific date, etc.
The gathered billing details are transmitted to the service provider (118). The service
provider can use the billing details, including the billing account number, the meter reading, etc.
to calculate the amount due (120). A corresponding bill can then be generated and sent to the
customer. Once the bill is received, the payment app can access the bill (122) and validate it
(124), e.g., by comparing the billed units or the dollar amount of the present billing period
against past billed units or dollar amounts. The bill is presented to the customer (126). The
customer can then approve payment for the bill or dispute the billed amount. Alternatively, the
customer can set up the payment app to automatically approve the bill, e.g., if it meets customerspecified conditions. Once customer approval is received (128), the billed amount is
automatically debited by the payment app (130). Alternatively, the bill can be manually paid by
the customer.
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Validation of a meter image

Fig. 2: Example utility meter
Fig. 2 illustrates a photo of an example utility meter. It can comprise elements such as
meter usage, meter number, bar code, QR Code, etc. The image of a meter uploaded by the
customer to the payment app is validated against a template to ensure correctness. Image and
character recognition techniques are utilized to extract details such as meter reading, customer
identity, date of the photo, etc.
Some advantages of the described techniques include:
● The service provider and the customer no longer need to rely on third-party aggregators
to physically visit the customer location to read a utility meter or otherwise determine the
usage information needed to generate a bill. The customer can send usage details in the
form of a photograph, possibly through the payment app. Billing is effectively decoupled
from dependence on the visit by a meter-reader and is integrated into the payment app.
● The payment app can perform validation or sanity checks on the photo captured by the
customer (and the billed amount generated by the service provider) by comparing the
billed units (amount) of the existing month against past billed units (amounts). This
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enables the customer to build trust in the payment app, a useful feature for customers that
can develop the trust necessary to enroll in automatic payment. Further, the usage for the
next month can be predicted using statistical techniques.
● Upgrades of legacy meters to smart meters (and the concomitant investment) can be
postponed or eliminated. The need for an internet connection to a smart meter, which can
be expensive, is eliminated. Effectively, the internet connection needed by a smart meter
is absorbed into the customer’s smartphone (or other device) and payment app. The
techniques apply to any legacy meter.
● The human effort to visit multiple customer locations to collect meter readings is
eliminated.
Further to the descriptions above, a user may be provided with controls allowing the user
to make an election as to both if and when systems, programs or features described herein may
enable collection of user information (e.g., information about a user’s images, a user’s payment
app, a user’s bill payments linked to a payment app, a user’s preferences, or a user’s current
location), and if the user is sent content or communications from a server. In addition, certain
data may be treated in one or more ways before it is stored or used, so that personally identifiable
information is removed. For example, a user’s identity may be treated so that no personally
identifiable information can be determined for the user, or a user’s geographic location may be
generalized where location information is obtained (such as to a city, ZIP code, or state level), so
that a particular location of a user cannot be determined. Thus, the user may have control over
what information is collected about the user, how that information is used, and what information
is provided to the user.
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CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes techniques to enable a customer to self-generate a utility (or
other service) bill by uploading a photo of the meter reading to a payment app, which validates
and sends it to the service provider. The service provider calculates the amount due, generates
the bill, and sends it to the payment app, which auto-pays the bill upon approval by the customer.
Bill-generation is effectively decoupled from human meter-reading and conveniently integrated
into a payment app.
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